TENDER NOTICE

Inviting tenders for the following NIT’s:-

1. 21/2017-18 – Fabrication & Supply of control road, Brass Bush, Brass ring & nut/Bolt type coupling for MHPS (2x400 KW) RMC-I Ghatol. (single Part).
   UBN no. UBN RVU1718GSOB01380

2. 22/2017-18 - Supply of various type of ballast for Mahi Power Project, Banswara. (single Part).
   UBN no. UBN RVU1718GSOB01381

3. 23/2017-18 – R & M of Electrical works of Residential & non-Residential Building at Shakti Nagar, Bagidora. (single Part).
   UBN no. UBN RVU1718GSOB01382

4. 24/2017-18 – Supply of various types of Fasteners (Bolt, Nut, Stud & Washer) for Mahi PH-I, Banswara & PH-II Bagidora. (single Part).
   UBN no. UBN RVU1718GSOB01383

The details of all NIT are also available for viewing /down loading from website www.sppp.rajasthan.gov.in & www.rvunl.com and any type of corrigendum in tenders shall be published on above websites only.
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